Restrictions on short-selling may impede market participants from fully expressing their opinions about an asset, causing departures from price eciency (Miller (1977) ). Measuring the impact of short-selling restriction on returns has been elusive because the decision to sell short reects expectations on returns. We measure the causal impact of short-selling restrictions on returns by taking advantage of an unique dataset and an unique source of exogenous variation in rental fees. In Brazil during the 2010 -2013 period rental transaction from individual investors to mutual funds carried an implicit tax discount on days of distribution of Interest on Net Equity (IoNE).
I. Introduction
Since the seminal article of Miller (1977) , the impact of short-selling constraints on nancial markets have been subject of numerous theoretical and empirical studies. One of the most widely predicted eect, is that the interaction between heterogeneous valuations and short-sale constraint would lead to prices superior to the average valuation. Thus, both an increase in heterogeneity or in short-sale constraints would pressure prices upwards. While several empirical papers have convincingly illustrated (both cross-sectional and temporal) the eect of variation in heterogeneity, documenting the eect of variation of short-selling constraints pose a greater challenge.
Identication of the causal impact of short-selling restrictions on returns has been elusive for two reasons: data availability and the endogeneity of the decision to sell short. Many studies have empirically tested the proposed models, but they all had to deal with the problem of limited data availability (see, e.g., Cohen, Diether, and Malloy (2007) , Sa and Sigurdsson (2011) ).
In most nancial markets, lending services are provided over the counter by big custodian banks, and there is no institution that centralizes the registration of the loan contracts. This makes data aggregation virtually impossible, and many times jeopardizes the reliability of the results. Perhaps more importantly, the decision to short sell is not random. Thus, variations in both rental fees and short interest contain changes in investors' (unobserved) expectations about returns, reducing its usefulness for causal inference.
In this paper we make use of an unique dataset and an unique source of exogenous variation in rental fees and short interest in order to measure the causal impact on short-selling restrictions on returns. In Brazil, during the 2010-2013 period there were large spikes in rental activities on days surrounding the distribution of Interest on Net Equity (IoNE), due to a tax arbitrage operation involving equity loans from individual investors to mutual funds.
This intensive rental activity caused by tax arbitrage opportunities restricted the supply of loans on those days. Thus, they provide a quasi-natural ex-periment of exogenous variation in availability of equity loans for speculative trades in the spot market. Our result show that the increased short-selling restrictions on days of distribution of IoNE cause an increase in the stock price, corroborating the eect predicted by Miller (1977) .
The Brazilian security lending market provides an unique opportunity to circumvent the diculties with data and identication. In Brazil the rental market take place in a centralized platform in the only stock exchange presently operating in Brazil -the BM&FBovespa. Thus, we observe all rental transactions, which mitigates possible biases due to selective data availability. We also observe the type of investor transacting, which allows us to distinguish between rental transactions motivated by tax arbitrage and for speculative trades in the spot market.
We take advantage of a natural experiment provided the opportunity to avoid income taxation. Brazilian companies normally distribute Interest on Net Equity (IoNE) up to the legally allowed limit. IoNE is equivalent to interest, and subject to the 15-percent tax rate on interest income. However, domestic mutual funds are exempted from taxation on IoNE. If an individual investor lends a stock to a mutual fund during the payment of IoNE, the mutual fund will return the stock plus the IoNE payment net of taxes. Since the fund is exempt, it keeps the equivalent amount of tax. The tax savings on these operations are normally split between the lender and the borrowers through a large increase in lending fees. This large contraction in lending supply manifests itself in large fee increases. The mean lending fee in rental transactions jumps vefold, from an average of 2.3% of the notional value in normal periods to 11.5% in periods of IoNE distribution. The short interest jumps from 1.3% to 3.5%.
The supply shock can be tantamount to a short-selling restriction because it could make short-selling for speculative reasons all but unprotable. This is the rst part of our empirical strategy. We use daily variation to associate the event of IoNE distribution to abnormal returns, a reduced-form object.
We nd that in a typical two-week event window around the distribution of IoNE, the stock experience an average of 74 bps abnormal return.
The mean increase in fees is very large, but there is considerable variation in the supply shock across events. Because we observe the identity of the parties in the transaction, we can compute the increase in fees across transaction between mutual funds, which are not driven by tax arbitrage.
We call this increase in fees the non-arbitrage increase in fees. Thus, we have a direct quantitative measure of the size of the supply shock for each event.
We associate this direct measure of the magnitude of the supply shock to abnormal returns. We do not associate abnormal returns to all the variation in the increase in lending fees in non-arbitrage transactions because variations in those fees could also reect changes in demand for loans for speculative reasons. We use only variation in the increase in fees in non-arbitrage transactions that is explained by the increase in fees and by the short-interest in arbitrage transactions. In summary, we estimate the causal impact of lending fees on returns, a pure Miller hypothesis eect.
Why is this a legitimate source of exogenous variation? On average across events, both the short-interest and the lending fees in arbitrage transactions increase sharply because of the tax arbitrage opportunity. But we go farther and explore the fact that in some cases the spike is stronger than in others cases. As expected, the amount of IoNE determines the increase in lending fees and the amount of short-interest in arbitrage transactions. If the amount of IoNE contains information about the value of the rm, then the instruments would not be valid. Companies distribute IoNE up to the legal limit because it entails a 15-percent tax rate instead of rate that is almost always higher than 15%
1 . Thus, in practice the IoNE is determined deterministically by the amount of earnings, which is announced earlier, outside our window of analysis. In summary, the high frequency of the data helps 1 For the companies in our sample, the corporate tax rate is 15% plus 10% multiplied by the dierence between annual earnings and R$240,000 (or U$95,000), which amounts to a corporate tax rate of almost 25%.
identication.
The empirical literature has dealt with the problem of the endogeneity of short-selling restrictions with varying degrees of success. Sa and Sigurdsson (2011) explore a panel of stocks and associate lending supply and fees to several measures of price eciency, such as bid-ask spreads. Their panel strategy with xed-eects and a long time-series accounts for a large fraction of variation. However, it is not possible to guarantee that unobserved (to the econometrician) shocks are not driving simultaneously both returns (or bid-ask spreads) and fees or lending supply. In fact, results in earlier papers showed that short-interest predicted negative future abnormal returns,
suggestive that it has informational content (Cohen et al. (2007); Figlewski (1981) . This presents a challenge to any identication strategy that the relationship between equilibrium short-interest and returns as a measure of short-selling restrictions.
Boehmer, Jones, and Zhang (2013) explores the short-sale ban of 2008 of more than 1,000 stocks, and nd no price bump for these stocks. Their identication strategy is matching banned stocks with similar stocks that never suered the ban. Matching is an adequate procedure to account for observed heterogeneity, but the decision to ban short-selling of some particular stocks is not random. Arguably, regulators were particularly concerned about supporting the prices of those stocks. In this case, it may be that regulators had information -unavailable to the econometrician -and thus not captured in the matching procedure. Cohen et al. (2007) Cohen et al. (2007) ).
Similarly to Cohen et al. (2007) , this identication strategy works only if the decision to change the supply is driven solely by factors other than opinions on the stock value -a strong assumption.
We move one step forward relative to the empirical literature. We nd a clear source of exogenous source of variation in lending fees (and in the supply of stocks for lending), which has two major advantages. First, we do not rely on assuming that non-observables are not systematically related to variation in lending fees, an implicit assumption in both Sa and Sigurdsson (2011) and Boehmer et al. (2013) . We also do not need to assume that supply shocks are not driven by expectations on the stock returns, an implicit assumption in Cohen et al. (2007) and De-Losso et al. (2013) . We have much larger shocks than Kaplan et al. (2013) , which may explain the dierence between our results and theirs. Dierently from citeKMS2013, Cohen et al. (2007) and De-Losso et al. (2013) , we nd an impact of short-selling restrictions on the most liquid stocks in the IBOVESPA index. This is a strong result because the literature suggests that short-selling restrictions have a weaker impact on liquid stocks Cohen et al. (2007) .
II. Stock Loan Market in Brazil
The Brazilian stock loan market has become increasingly important in the last ten years. In 2013 it achieved repeatedly records of traded volume, the rst one in March, and the second in April, when it passed the landmark of R$100 billions.
As in most developed countries, the loan market in Brazil is mostly an over-the-counter (OTC) market, i.e., parties reach each other through a noncentralized market. Dierently from other countries though, all loan contracts must be registered in the Brazilian stock exchange, BM&FBovespa.
BM&FBovespa works as a central counterpart for the loan contracts and keeps track of the collateral of the contract.
Other than the OTC conguration, lenders may choose to use a system in which submitted oers are publicly displayed to all market participants and The cost to borrow an stock is then the loan fee (which includes both brokers commission fees), plus an exchange fee of 0.25% annually.
To provide a general overview about the Brazilian loan market we present 
III. The Tax Arbitrage
In the last years a tax arbitrage involving equity loans had important eect in the equity loan market, causing spikes in both short interest and loan fees around the IoNE payout date. The tax arbitrage opportunities appear during IoNE payout, which is subject to an income tax of 15%. However, domestic mutual funds are exempt.
IoNE is one of the two ways a rm in Brazil can distribute prots to its shareholders. The IoNE was created in 1995 and its taxation method is justied by Brazilian policymakers as an incentive to companies increase their capitalization. The main dierence between dividend payments and IoNE is the dierent tax treatment. IoNE paid to equity shareholders, are deductible from corporate taxable income, while dividends are not. As a counterpart to that, shareholders who receive dividends are tax exempt, while IoNE recipients are not. There is, however, an upper limit on the payment of IoNE of 50% of net income. Since corporations have a tax incentive to distribute prots through IoNE instead of dividends they tend to do it preferentially up to that limit.
Recipients of IoNE payments are subject to withholding income tax rate of 15%, except for those who are exempt, as mutual funds, for example.
This dierence in tax treatment generates a tax arbitrage, which consists on retail and foreign investors lending stocks to mutual funds at the time a tax payment would be due. Since during the loan contract the security ownership belongs to the borrower, if there is a IoNE event during a loan contract, the borrower will receive the remuneration according to his tax status: a mutual fund will receive the total IoNE without tax withholdings. When the loan contract is liquidated the fund must reimburse the lender the payout payment he would receive if he had the stock custody. So, he will refund the lender the amount of the IoNE payment discounted by the tax amount the lend would pay. The incentives for the lending activity around IoNE payouts are clear:
retail and foreign investors gain the loan fee and domestic mutual funds the tax evaded (15% of the IoNE) minus the loan fee.
In gure 7 we show the owchart of important dates for the tax arbitrage.
The rst date is the earning announcements, an ocial public statement of a company's protability for a specic time period, typically a quarter or a year. Based on the earning announcements and the company's history, the investors are capable to forecast the amount of payouts in form of dividends is not a xed period after the earning announcement date, the payout announcement usually takes place a month after it. The next is the ex-date, stocks traded on or after the ex-date to not receive the announced IoNE. The ex-date is at least one business day after the payout announcement, which is the most common to happen, although there are some events that this interval is larger. The record date is the date established by an issuer of a security for the purpose of determining the holders who are entitled to receive a dividend or distribution. The time period of three business days between the cum-date and the record date is due to the fact that trades that take place on the cum-date are liquidated at the record date, in accordance of the three business days liquidation period of the exchange. Finally there is the payment date, which can vary from some days to months.
Dierent from a normal trade, a loan contract takes place instantaneously.
The record date is then the crucial date to the tax arbitrage opportunity. It is the day on which the tax exempt investor must hold the stock and the IoNE is recorded and his name. So any loan contract -from non tax exempt to a tax exempt -that takes place in the the day or before the record date and liquidated after it is an arbitrage contract. While the prot of the mutual funds in the arbitrage transaction is the 15% share of the IoNE total value, the prot of individual investors (retail and foreign) is the fee gained in the loan transaction. AS expected, we observe a sharpe increase in the loan fee during the IoNE event. In the graph of Figure 8 we observe that 21 business days before IoNE record date the average loan fee is 2.3%. It increases until the record date, where it reaches 11.5%. The three days before the peak, where the steep becomes much higher, corresponds to the time dierence between the IoNE announcement and the record date.
During this period the exactly value of the IoNE is known and there is no more uncertainty about the arbitrage prot.
It is interesting to notice, though, that the loan fee increase does not happen for the arbitrage contracts, but for all loan contracts. In gure 9
we analyze the loan fee increase for arbitrage contracts separately from nonarbitrage contracts. As expected the loan fee increase for arbitrage contracts is sharper, it increases from 2.16% 21 days before the IoNE's record date to 12.14% at the record date. The non-arbitrage loan fee goes 2.31% from to 3.41% a relative increase of 47%. Arbitrage loan contracts are the ones that have tax benets -i.e, borrowers are mutual funds and lenders are retail investors or foreign investors. Non-Arbitrage contracts are the other contracts. We dene the daily loan fee as the value weithed average loan fee for each stock and each day around the IoNE date. The gure shows the average loan fee among all stocks for each day around the IoNE record date. Figure 10 depicts the short-interest graph, which shows a similar pattern.
21 business days before IoNE record the average short-interest is 1.6%, increasing to 3.6% on the record date. The pattern in both gures is driven by the tax arbitrage opportunity, as we document in the next section. The average short-interest is the common mean among shares. We consider 487 IoNE events from January 2010 until June 2013.
We calculate the returns around the IoNE record date. Interestingly we also observe consistent positive abnormal return for the stocks that distribute IoNE. In gure 12(a) we can see that in for the 5 days prior to the record date we observe daily positive statistically signicant, the daily average return is 12 bps and cumulative return for the 5 days period is 0.62 bps (which is positive at 5% signicance level). In Figure 12 (b)we observe that the positive abnormal return persists even in a longer period around the IoNE record date. Abnormal return is calculated as the stock return minus the stock loading on the market portfolio IBX50, that accounts for the rst 50 biggest stocks in market capitalization. For each IoNE we calculate the abnormal return in the event window of 21 days before and after an IoNE event. (a) shows the average abnormal return for each day around the record day of the IoNE, while (b) accumulates the abnormal from the 21 days before the IoNE record date until 21 days after. The dotted line is the 90% percent condence interval.
IV. Data
BM&FBovespa, the stock exchange, keeps records for the complete market in all stages of trade. It treats a loan transaction as a process of three dierent stages: oers, contracts and liquidation. The data of each stage is recorded in three relational data bases in a way that the whole loan transaction process can be tracked, as well as specic information about investors, brokers and maturity.
We have collected data for the period that goes from January 2010 to Abnormal returns are the cumulative abnormal return from 5 days before the record date of the event until 5 days after it. Abnormal return is calculated as the stock return minos the stock loading on the market portfolio IBX50, that accounts for the rst 50 biggest stocks in market capitalization. For each IoNE we calculate the abnormal return in the event window of 21 days before and after an IoNE event. The estimation window is on year, i.e., 126 days before the event and 126 days after it. Arbitrage loan contracts are the ones that have tax benets -i.e, borrowers are mutual funds and lenders are retail investors or foreign investors -that took place in the 5 days window before the IoNE event . Arbitrage Short-Interest is the total shares involved in arbitrage loan contracts divided by the total shares outstanding in the record day. Arbitrage ∆F ee is the relative loan fee increase during the IoNE window for arbitrage contracts. Non-Arbitrage ∆F ee is the relative loan fee increase during the IoNE window for non-arbitrage contracts. IoNE is the IoNE value per share normalized by the ex-date price. Turnover is the average turnover in the 30 days before the IoNE event. Median loan fee the median loan fee for the 30 days before the IoNE event. Liquidity is dened in equation 1.
V. Identication Strategy
The events of distribution of Interest of Net Equity (IoNE) are the source of exogenous variation to estimate the causal impact of short-selling restric-tions on returns. Entitlement over the distribution of the IoNE is determined by the ownership of the stock at the date of the actual distribution. In other words, the IoNE accrues to whomever holds the stock when the IoNE is distributed.
As explained above, the tax arbitrage operation consists of individuals lending the stock to mutual funds. Figure 9 shows a sharp increase in fees in lending transaction from individuals to mutual fund respond around the events of IoNE distribution. Figure 10 depicts a sharp increase in shortinterest. Fees in lending transaction from individuals to mutual fund start to increase around fteen trading days before the event. They spike sharply a few days before the event, reaching a peak the day prior to the event,
and then dropping sharply after the event but still reaching a historically high level the new 10 days after the event, returning to normal levels some 18 trading days after the event. On average, lending increase vefold and short-interest more than double during the events of IoNE distribution.
Fees in lending transactions that are not beneciated by the tax arbitrage opportunity we call them non-arbitrage transaction -follow the same dynamics around the event, but less intensively. Fees on non-arbitrage transactions increase from an average of 2.31% to 3.41%,an increase of almost 48%
at the height of event. The non-arbitrage lending market suers a negative supply shock of stocks available due to the use of stocks in arbitrage transactions, i.e., from individuals to mutual funds. Under certain identication assumptions, the changes in lending fees on arbitrage transactions provide exogenous variation on short-selling restrictions because issuing a negative opinion on the stock by short-selling becomes momentarily more expensive.
We show that the magnitude in the increase in fees in non-arbitrage transactions is strongly associated with the increases in fees and short-interest in the arbitrage transactions (the rst-stage). The identication assumption is that the magnitudes of the increases in fees and short-interest in arbitrage transactions are exogenous to the short-selling market. In this case, vari-ations in the increase in fees in non-arbitrage transactions are tantamount to experimental variation in short-selling restrictions. In some events the increase in short-selling restrictions are steeper than others for random reasons.
In other words, changes in fees and short-interest in arbitrage transaction are instruments to changes in fees in non-arbitrage transactions. One may argue that prices (lending fees) and quantities (the amount of stocks lent in arbitrage transactions) capture the same phenomenon, and thus are only one instrument. We take an agnostic stand and verify in the rst stage whether on instrument contributes to explaining the endogenous variable (lending fees in arbitrage transactions) above and beyond other. Evidently, the additional payo in terms of stronger rst stage is important. But more importantly, having two instruments allows us to test whether the model is overidentied.
We argue that it is reasonable to assume that changes in fees and shortinterest in arbitrage transactions are exogenous. We regress the magnitudes of the increases in arbitrage short-interest and fee on several covariates. Table   III has the results. In a nutshell, the increase in arbitrage fees and, to a lesser extent, in arbitrage short-interest is determined by the amount of IoNE distribution. This is expected because the amount of IoNE determines the size of the pie to appropriated in the tax arbitrage procedure. The share of the pie approbated by lender is materialized by the increase in lending fees in arbitrage transactions. The formal announcement of the amount of IoNE distribution is made within 3 days of the event. Thus, if the size of the IoNE signals something about the value of the rm, then our identication strategy is not valid. Robust standard errors clustered at the ticker level in parentheses. Observations weighted by the stock liquidity. * p < 0.1; * * p < 0.05; * * * p < 0.01.
Several facts suggest that the size of the distribution of IoNE contains no information about the value of the rm. Quite simply, although the formal announcement is within the event window, in practice the amount of IoNE is known when earnings are announced, which is outside the window of the events. Shareholders dividends are tax free. IoNE pays 15% (the taxation on interest). For companies in the sample, the corporate tax rate on earnings is at least 24%. 5 . Companies almost always distribute the legal allowed maximum in IoNE. The Real Income regime is progressive. Companies pay a 15% tax rate on annual incomes up to BRL 240,000.00, approximately USS89,000.00; above this threshold companies pay an additional 15% surcharge. Almost all companies in our sample have annual income well above the threshold.
6 There are two legal limits. One is the minimum payout, which can be dividends or
We weight observations by their stock liquidity. Stocks vary quite wildly in liquidity, which implies a wide variation in return's volatility. The model for the variance has empirical support in our data. We use a liquidity indicator as:
where p period considered in business days -we chose one month period, 21
business days-, n is the number of trades of the stock in the period p, N is the number of total trades in the exchange in period p, v is the monetary value of all trades of the stock in period p and V is the total volume of trades in the exchange in period p.
We estimate the reduced-form regression of accumulated returns (from -5 to +5 trading days around the event) on exogenous variables:
Return e = β 0 + β 1 Liquidity e + β 2 ArbShortInt e + β 3 ∆ArbF ee e + β 4 IoN E e + β 5 T urnover e + β 6 M edianLoanF ee s + e
The subscript e is an event. Liquidity is dened in equation 1, ArbShortInt is the total shares involved on arbitrage contracts normalized the total shares outstanding, ∆ArbF ee is the change in the lending fee on arbitrage transactions, IoN E is the IoNE per share normalized by the ex-date price, T urnover is the average daily turnover of the stock in the last month before the record date of the IoNE, and M edianF ee is the median fee on lending transactions .
We square the residuals of (2) and regress them on the same exogenous variables in (2).
IoNE. Given an amount distributed, companies try to maximize the IoNE. The IoNE is given by net worth times the Long-Term Interest Rate, a prime rate determined by the federal government; the value is limited to the maximum of 50% of the current period earnings before corporate taxes, and 50% of the accumulated earnings and reserves in previous periods. Squared Residuals of Equation (2) (1) Regression of the squared residuals of the reducedform on the exogenous variables. Reduced-form: Return e = β 0 + β 1 Liquidity e + β 2 ArbShortInt e + β 3 ∆ArbF ee e + β 4 IoN E e + β 5 T urnover e + β 6 M edianLoanF ee s + u e . * p < 0.1; * * p < 0.05; * * * p < 0.01.
Estimates in column (1) show liquidity has a strong statistical impact on the estimated variance. In column (2) we include the other exogenous variables. The impact of liquidity is even stronger.
The main object of interest is the impact of non-arbitrage fees on returns, which provides a measure of the impact of short-selling restrictions on returns.
Return e = α + β∆N onArbF ee e + Controls + u e
where NonArbFee is the change in the fee on non-arbitrage contracts during the event. Controls include liquidity, turnover, median fee, median short interest and the IoNE per share. The excluded exogenous variables are the instruments: increases in fees and short-interest on arbitrage transactions.
Excluding the instruments from (2) is equivalent to identication hypothesis.
During the event, period changes in the fees and short-interest on arbitrage transactions contain no relevant information for returns.
The rst stage is:
∆N onArbF ee e = β 0 + β 1 ArbShortInt e + β 2 ∆ArbF ee e + β 3 IoN E e + β 4 T urnover e + β 5 M edianLoanF ee s + e (4)
VI. Results
We present the results of the rst-stage, i.e., ∆N onArbF ee on all exogenous variables, and the second stage, returns on ∆N onArbF eeinstrumentd by ArbShorInt and ∆ArbF ee.
A.
Reduced Form Table V contains the results of the reduced-form, when we regress the cumulative returns within the event window on the instruments. In column (1) we include only the short-interest in arbitrage operations: abnormal returns are statisitcally related to the size of the short-interest in arbitrage transactions. The typical increase in short-interest during the event is roughly 1.5%. Using the coecient in column (1), we nd that abnormal returns of 1.5 × 0.485 = 0.72 percentage point. In column (2) we regress the abnormal returns on the size of the increase in fees in arbitrage transactions. Again, the larger the increase in arbitrage fees, the higher are abnormal returns.
The same exercise yields a 0.33 percentage point abnormal returns during the event.
7 When both instruments are included (column 3), both instruments explain abnormal reruns. The impact during the event is roughly 0.84
percentage. Column 4 presents OLS results: regressing abnormal returns on the increase in fees in non-arbitrage transactions. We nd no impact on abnormal returns of increases in fees in non-arbitrage transactions. This is not surprising because most of the variation in fees in non-arbitrage transactions is endogenous. Finally, in column 5 we include the instruments and the endogenous variable, and reach the same conclusions as in columns 3 and 4.
In summary, the reduced-form shows that the stock experience signicant abnormal returns during events of IoNE distribution. No structural interpretation is warranted. The following section reports the second stage, which associates this abnormal returns with the exogenous part of the increase in non-arbitrage transactions' fees. Dierently from the reduced-form, this object has a structural interpretation: the higher the price to issue a negative opinion about the stock, the larger the abnormal return.
7 Table II shows that the typical increase in fees in arbitrage transaction is approximately 6.31%. We multiply this by 0.052, the coecient in column 2. In order to analyze the persistence of the results over time we estimate equation 3 for dierent period of return accumulation. r τ −15,τ −5 r τ −10,τ r τ −5,τ +5 r τ,τ +10 r τ +5,τ +15
(1) (2) (3) (4) At the peak of the impact, ve days before the event, the estimated coecient is 0.736. The typical change in the lending fee in non-arbitrage transaction across events is 0.713%. Thus, the mean impact of supply shock is to increase cumulated abnormal returns over 11 trading days by almost 52
bps. This a large yet quite credible magnitude. r τ −15,τ −5 r τ −10,τ r τ −5,τ +5 r τ,τ +10 r τ +5,τ +15
(1) (2) (3) (4) As a robustness check, we present results without weighting. Although the estimates does not change, the volatility increases and we loose signicance.
VII. Conclusions
We measure the causal impact of short-selling restrictions on returns by taking advantage of an unique dataset and an unique source of exogenous variation in rental fees. In Brazil during the 2010 -2013 period rental transaction from individual investors to mutual funds carried an implicit tax discount on days of distribution of Interest on Net Equity (IoNE). The possibility of tax arbitrage produces an exogenous spike in rental fees and short interest during the days surrounding IoNE distribution, making it prohibitively expensive to short-sell for speculative reasons. Our data contains all rental transaction and the identity of the parts, thus allowing us identify transactions for tax arbitrage. We nd that the variation of rental fees induced by the tax arbitrage operations has a large impact on abnormal returns, corroborating Miller's hypothesis.
